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A b s t r a c t 

We consider contributions to decays of K-mesons from effec
tive lagran gi ans involving (if- D~mq), where D» is thecovariant 
derivative and m9 is a relevant quark mass. For this purpose, 
we use an effective low-energy QCD, advocated by many au
thors, where the quarks are coupled to the pseudoscalar mesons 
7f, A', rf. These coup' : ' igs are due to their Goldstone character, 
and reflect ch i ral -symmetry breaking. Within this scheme we 
find explicitly that, for the decays A' —• TTTT and A* -* 77, the 
physical effects of operators involving {if • D ~ m f f) are not zero, 
contrary to current statements. To be more specific, one obtains 
a zero effect only in the limit when the quark-meson interactions 
are .switched off. that is for / , —« 00. Numerically, we find weak 
impact on the CP-conserviug A" -* tnr amplitude, while the 
impact on A" —* 77 is substantial in the CP-viotøting case. 
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1. Introduction 

When studying non-leptonic decays of order ~ Gp, and weak radiative 
decays of order ~ eGp or ~ e2Gp, one normally writes down an effective 
hamiltonian including operators which contribute to a given process, and 
operators which mix with these under QCD renormalization. Within this 
standard procedure, one omits operators ^ Gp containing (*7 * D — mQ), by 
appealing to the QCD equations of motion for quark fields [1,2]: 

( i V £ > - m , ) - 0 , (1) 

where D^ is the covariant derivative containing the gluon field. This proce
dure corresponds to going on-shell with external quarks in quark operators. 
Certainly, quarks are not exactly on-shell in hadrons, especially not in the 
octet (would-be Goldstone) mesons 7T, A', r/. Still, it is stated that if hadrons 
are bound states of quarks, the operators containing (iy • D — mq) should 
not contribute to physical amplitudes. This is shown[3] within the valence 
approximation for baryons. The purpose of this paper is, by discussing two 
concrete processes, to discuss if (1) holds for off-shell quarks in 7r, A", r;. 

A well-known example of a quantity which is thought to give no (sig
nificant) physical effect[4] is the non-diagonal s —» d self-energy transition 
-i^.,u(p). The unrenonualized E j , corresponds to an effective lagrangian 

Cda = d(ah DL + bL + cH)s , (2) 

where a,h,c are infinite quantities given by the loop integrations, and L,R 
are the left- and right-handed projectors in Dirac space. This effective 
Jagrangian has dimension four if a,b,c are constants. In the original la
grangian there are no direct $ —* d transitions. Thus the ^normalization 
is carried out so that .•* —• d transitions are absent for on-shell s- and 
d-quarks. This would completely remove C^t if a,b,c were taken to be 
constants. However, originating from £<(,(/>}, the quantities n, 6, r are not 
constants, but are momentum-dependent. Hence, there will be a remaining 
C\la after renornializatioii, and £,'' will contain (J-J • D - m,^)) as a right 
(left) factor. Then, according to the standard procedure, there will be no 
contribution from ClJt to physical amplitudes, such as A* —* 2*". However, if 
(1) is violated for off-shell quarks in T. A", physical effects could he obtained, 
ami one should explore possible consequences for the A / = 1/2 rule and for 
t'/f in A* —* 2>r decays. Some time ago Donoghue |5] considered possible 
effects of i •-• d transitions and concluded that some non-zero effect might 
persist, be«;m*»e £,i,(/ ;) show* some momentum dependence, and because 
diffeient partidi*s have different -.i/e*. 



In recent studies of the 5 —»• ̂ 77, transition, which is relevant to the 
direct CP-violation in KL,S —* 77 decays, we considered [6] the potentially 
dominating terms of lowest (first) order in the photon momenta. How
ever, the resulting irreducible s —+ dyj amplitude is not gauge-invariant 
by itself with respect to electromagnet ism. To meet the requirement of 
gauge-invariance for the total s —+ c/77 amplitude for on-shell external par
ticles, irreducible and reducible diagrams have to be added. This leads to 
some cancellation among reducible and irreducible terms[7,8]. However, for 
off-shell particles, this cancellation is absent. The cancellation can be un
derstood in terms of Ward identities between the irreducible s —* ^77 and 
s —> d7 vertices; each of them having parts which can be combined into an 
effective lagrangian involving (17 • D — m3(d)), where the covariant derivative 
also contains the electromagnetic field. In order to keep and calculate the 
contributions from such terms, one needs a framework to incorporate the 
effects of off-shell quarks at low energies. 

To calculate the matrix elements of quark operators between physical 
hadronic states is in general a difficult task, and one is normally forced to 
use various models or assumptions. One possibility is to use some version 
of the bag model. Bag models are known to work rather well for baryons, 
but not so well for mesons. In bag models, quarks are typically on-shell, 
and the matrix elements of operators containing {17 • D — rn9) arc zero 
within the bag-model approximation. 

A model quite "orthogonal" to the MIT bag model is the "chiral quark 
model", an effective low-energy QCD-model advocated by many authors 
[9,10]. This model starts with the ordinary QCD lagrangian and adds a 
term Cx taking care of chiral-symmetry breaking. This term, being propor
tional to the constituent quark mass, includes the Goldstone meson octet in 
a chiral-invariant way, and provides a meson-quark coupling that makes it 
possible to calculate matrix elements of quark operators as loop diagrams. 
In this effective field theory it is of course no problem to handle off-shell 
quarks. Although this is a model, we find it very interesting because it 
reproduces the ordinary chiral-lagraugian terms to good accuracy to order 
;/' {}()}. As a field-theoretical model, it can be formulated in terms of path 
integrals. Integrating out the quarks, out* obtains chiral lagnuigians. In
tegrating out the Golds to ite mesons, one obtains the Nanibu-Jomi-Lasinio 
model [11]. 

In the following we consider two typical effective A S = 1 lagrangiaiis 
involvig (*7 • D - »<»(,/)) obtained from elect roweak loop effects. We briefly 
present the effective low-energy QCD "chiral quark model" and calculate 
the matrix «•lement'» *»f tUr effective _i5 - ] higraugijin» for the process*-* 
/\"" • -. • and A" -** ~~ Finally, we pretetif a discission and conclusions. 
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2. Effective weak lagrangians 
We start our list of simplest flavour-changing electroweak processes by 

considering the off-diagonal s —* d self-energy. One demands that the 
renormalized self- energy should have the form 

S£(P) = (yp~ md)t„.(p)h -p-m.), (3) 

which vanishes on the respective mass shells of the s and d quarks. It 
should be emphasized that this defines the physical s and d quarks in the 
presence of weak interactions. The quantity S</, has the form 

tdt(p) = A{p2){<y-pR 4- MRR + MLL), (4) 

where A ~ GF • ^h'M and ML,R depend on m,,d and on the loop integration. 
XKM is the appropriate Kobayashi-Maskawa factor. The renormalized self-
energy in (3) corresponds to an effective lagrangian 

£$. = -Ad{n • D - mj)(i'7 • DR + MRR + MLL){h • D - mB)s . (5) 

If one applies the (QCD) equations of motion as in (1), C$3 —*• 0 and it 
has dimension six (as the standard four-quark operators) if A, M/,, MR are 
constants. Strictly speaking, A is a slowly varying (logarithmic) function 
of p2 in (4), or of D 2 in (5). 

Calculating the pure electroweak one-loop process s —• d-y, it is well-
known that one obtains a magnetic-moment operator. However, without 
going to the mass shell, the result is proportional to 

eGre^t^kfapxd-ytLs , (6) 

where k (e(fc)) is the photon momentum (polarization vector) and p the 
external quark momentum. This expression corresp «ids to an effective 
lagrangian 

C[S -+ dU - cGrt^'F^dDx^Ls . (7) 

Diagrams for s —» dtt and s —• dGf participate in building up the complete 
eovariant derivate in ( 7). Using the Dirnr algebra without going to the mass 
shell, we can rewrite vt\. (7) in the following way: 

£(.* - < / ) , = Cy + C„ . (3) 

Here 

Cf == Dd\{n • D - m^tr^F^L + ^ . P ' " / ? ! ' - ) D - tn,)\* + h,r. . (9) 

•I 



where B ~ eGp\^M and depends on the loop integration. Ca is the well-
known magnetic-moment term 

Ca = Bdim.a^F^R + mja^F^L) s + h.c. . (10) 

It is easy to see that Cp does not contribute to s —> (£77 when the external 
particles are on-shell: The irreducible $ —* d'yy part , with iD^ ~* e^jjAy, 
is exactly cancelled by reducible diagrams[7,8], i.e. with one photon at 
an external line of the s —> dy vertex, with D^ —* dM (see fig.l). In the 
CP-conserving case, the quantity B is very small due to GIM-cancellation. 

The total electroweak A S = 1 effective lagrangian is 3 

Cw = C£ + CF + C„+€«, + •-• , (11) 

where C4q is the standard four-quark effective lagrangian [12,2], and the 
dots indicate other possible terms. We have not explicitly discussed short-
distance QCD corrections to the various terms in Cw- However, as for C4qi 

we may also consider the other terms in Cw (e.g. the coefficients A, B) to 
contain short-distance QCD corrections. 

3. Effective low-energy QCD 
Recently, many authors [9,10] have advocated an effective low-energy 

QCD. In this model, chiral-symmetry breaking is taken into account by 
adding a term to ordinary QCD: 

CQCD —* £QCD\ = CQCD + Cx ; CQCD = £/ + Ca , (12) 

where 
C, = Hih.D-M,)q, (13) 

C(; is the pure gluonic part of QCD, and 

£ x = -MinZiH+ &&<!(,), (14) 

where .Vf7 is the curTf.nl quark mass-matrix, and A/ is intepretcd as the 
constituent quark mass (~ 300 - 35()MrV). Note that the constituent and 
current masses are tied to different terms of the lugrangiau, with different 
transformation properties, r/ is the SU{3) Hnvour triplet quark field, and £ 
rontaius the Goldstone-octet fields TT": 

H = I it I , S = * J / H r ^ A , , 7 r 7 / , ) , (15) 

' I Itt'fv ,\tr i\Un niritnlttitinM* with illi|>li)iir.U Itift&H |>."Uli«"ti-» nnt trailing t n l ' " ' I * " 1 » ' 
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where Att are the Gell-Mann matrices. The term Cx introduces a meson-
quark coupling. This means that the quarks can be integrated out and the 
coefficients of the various terms in the chiral lagrangian are calculable from 
CQCD\- The term Cx can be rotated into a pure mass term for constituent 
quarks dressed by Goldstones (for instance, Q/, = ^qi , where £ = £ 2 ) . 
The Goldstone fields are then rotated into the kinetic term contained in 
Cj. This rotated picture is of course equivalent to eqs. (12)-(15). One 
version of the model[9] has kinetic terms for Goldstone bosons at tree level, 
but in this paper we stick to the version [10], where such terms appear after 
the quarks have been integrated out. 

It is very useful that the meson-quark couplings in Cx also enable us 
to calculate hadronic matrix elements of quark operators in the meson 
( T, A', r/) sector. The effective theory is thought to apply for momenta lower 
than some (physical) cut-off A x , the scale of chiral-symmetry breaking. The 
cut-off can be introduced covariantIy[l^j. In general, coefficients like A, B 
depend on the external quark momentum. In a momentum dependent 
renormalization scheme for perturbative QCD, the external quark momen
tum corresponds to the renormalization point y.. Owing to the meson-quark 
couplings this momentum dependence is integrated out by applying £ x , and 
there will be no dependence on the renormalization point in our approach. 

Tlie theoryflO] provides a relation between A v M and /*-. Such a rela
tion is obtained because / „ , entering the meson- quark coupling ^ M"j<>ffWy 
is also given by the diagrams in fig.2: 

where Ne is the number of colours and < ^ G * > is the gluon condensate. 
(The dots in (16) indicate higher gluon condensates). The dimensionless 
quantity fw has the leading behaviour «* l n ( ^ ) . Its explicit form will 
depend on the way the cut-off is introduced. Thus, the would be divergent 
(for A x —* oe) logarithmic term is ahsorbedcd in the physical piou decay 
constant /„ . (Numerically, A x is of the order 701) MeV). 

The total effective htgrangian relevant to K decays i.s 

tlf) - <-V/>* + £»• • » l") 
lus given by cqs. (5,3-15). In the standard procedure, Cy and C*J9 would 
be n)nit'iit whctt applying (1)- Still, it is possible to transform these terms 
away from Cw by defining new quantities 

*f J t Bt>„P' L» - \.Mn DR + M„n + \tiDtii 0 - m , » > . 

* * /T/r„. F1" L* -.4*1/-. Dfl • M„L + Mt fl)i>-- D - » J . W I IS) 

C 
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Then the part involving the covariant derivatives is transformed into the 
wave function, and Cf and C^a are apparently removed: 

£ , ( , ) + £ F + £ £ = £ , ( , - ) , (19) 

where £/(<;') is given by (13) with q replaced by q' in (18). This reflects that 
CF (and similarly Cj,) does not contribute to s —» dyj for on-shell external 
quarks, as stated below eq.(10). However, with use of the inverse of the 
transformation (18), these terms are effectively reappearing in £ x : 

£*(</) = £*(«') + &Cx(q') + 0(GF), (20) 

where ACx[q') ~ GF introduces new vertices which compensate for those 
in CF and £ £ . When the quantities q' are integrated out, the result for a 
physical amplitude at the mesonic level will remain unchanged. 

In general, each term in Cw which contains at least one power of [ij-D — 
m f l) may, if we want, be removed by a transformation like (18). However, 
for each term which is removed from Cw, there will be a corresponding term 
appearing in £ v . 

4. K —* 27 and K —> 2ir amplitudes 
The diagrams for K —* 2f are shown in fig.3. The effective s —* d-y and 

.s —» d-n vertices are obtained from £(5 —+ d).,, and the l\°sd vertex from 
£ x . In the cfiira! limit m 4 d —* 0, the amplitude is 

Mi<*--n)F = ^ ( / K - / i D ) « < „ « , „ « ; < ; i t j j t j , (2i) 

where It is the quantity in (9), and / t o is given by the equation 

ho = j^J-U. + A i D + g ^ < T 6 ' > + . . ] . (22) 

Hen* we haw used th<* rhiral limit where m, = 0, and fu = / „ given by (16). 
The quantity ^/,/j is a dimensionless function of the ratio A / 2 /A j . Using 
dimensional reguralizalion, i.e. A, —* oo, its value is - - . The contribution 
"*' /A in (21) corresponds UJ the matrix rleiiirnlof the pure short distance .S —* 
Ufr contribution (diagram .'(a) proportional to a quark current, while ft.n 
is due to diagram .'th (the long distance (I.t))/reducihle contribution). This 
means that the main <T violating short distance contribution considered in 
((>] is multiplier) by the factor 



This factor is also a measure of the violation of (1). Using (16) and (22), 
we observe that this factor is zero in the limit /*•—»• oo, when the quark-
meson interactions are switched off. For realistic values of the parameters, 
however, this factor is close to one, thus preserving essentially the short 
distance result for s -* d'yy in the CP-violating case. Thus, using the effec
tive QCD of section 3, we are led to a conclusion which is in disagreement 
with the one based on the free-quark picture[8j. 

K —* 2TT amplitudes are slightly more cumbersome owing to the singular 
behaviour of the renormalized self-energy, giving three powers of momen
tum in the numerator of the loop integral (-see (3)-(5)). The diagrams for 
A' 0 —• n-°7r° are shown in fig.4. To have control over our calculations, we 
have also considered the unphysical transitions A' 0 —* vacuum (which is 
zero), and A' 0 —* 7r°. We find the amplitude 

AT at* 
A(K° - *°n°k = v^mjt - ™l) *• g ^ y j l / ' + "' "1 • <24> 

where A is the quantity in eqs. (4,5,18), and /„ is defined in (16). We 
compare eq. (24) with the standard contribution coming from C4q [12,2], 

A(K* - i r V % = y/2(m2

K - m * ) / K - C 4 , , (25) 

where C4q ~- GF^KM and also contains short distance QCD effects. Using 
(16), we find that the ratio between the amplitudes in (24) and (25) tends 
to zero in the limit /„ —• oo, as expected. Numerically, this ratio is of 
order 1 0 _ I or less in the CP-conserving case. This estimate is built on 
the self-penguin diagram|l4,4j which dominates the CP-conscrving s —* d 
amplitude. For c'/tt the situation is more delicate because the standard 
contribution is close to zero for m, — 200 GeV[l5], and we will come back 
to this issue elsewhere. 

5. Discussion 
In the literature, terms such a» Cy and £lJt, which vanish by using 

(1), are omitted from the analysis from the very hegiuniug(2]. A common 
statement is that if such terms are included, they will in the end have no 
imparl on the total amplitude for a given physical process. 

Wr have found above that within the low-energy effective QCD, the 
physical effect of the terms in the effective higrangiau involving [I-J D - tn9) 
tt zero only in a rertum limit, namely when tin- quark meson couplings are 
switch* <l off, corresponding to / . « x One may of course iLsk how model 

s 



dependent our result is. (Note that if m a ^ in (5) and (9) were replaced 
by the "total mass" (constituent pluss current), the effect of Cp and C%9 

would still be non-aero). We want to stress the following points which might 
explain the deviation from (1): 

By introducing £ v , and thereby the quark-meson couplings, the quarks 
to be integrated out are considerably off-shell and violate (2). Of course, 
the equations of motion are valid, but our eqs. of motion are now given 
by (17), and not by QCD alone. In other words, the eqs. of motion are 
changed when the phase transition of chiral-symmetry breaking is taken 
into account. In our opinion, our case with Goldstone bosons coupled to 
quarks is rather similar to that considered in a recent paper by De Riijula 
et al. [16], where a Higgs field connected to the loop violates (1) (or in their 
procedure, the operators (7) and (10) have to be kept simultaneously). 

The proof in [3] that the operators involving (17 - D — mq) do not con
tribute was based on the valence approximations for baryons. Using the 
effective QCD involving Cx, we focus on the Goldstone aspect of the me
son octet, where the valence approximation hardly applies. Furthermore, 
one should remember that the renormalized electron self-energy gives a 
significant contribution to the Lamb shift even if it contains (powers of) 
(7 • p — rtt). Therefore it should not be surprising that the non-diagonal 
-s —* (/self-energy has a non-zero effect in non-leptonic decays [5). Let us also 
add that off-shell external quarks have recently been used[l7] in describing 
mesons with one light and one heavy quark. 

To conclude, we have accounted for potentially interesting off-shell quark 
transition amplitudes which take part in reproducing weak transitions among 
Golds tone bosons. Technically, these amplitudes are » measure of the vio
lation of eq. (1). Numerically, this violation is large for the CP-violating 
part of K —* 27, while it is small for the CP-conserving A" —» 2n amplitude. 
By the very nature of the involved cliiral quark model. we have accounted 
for genuine long-distance effects, which will be presented in more detail 
elsewhere. 
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F i g u r e c a p t i o n s 
Fig. 1: The 1PI contribution (a) cancelled by the 1PR contribution (b) 

to the first order in photon momenta for on-shell fermions. The crossed 
circles denote photons emitted via electro-weak loop diagrams. 

Fig. 2: Diagrams relating the pion decay constant to the cut-ofF of the 
low-energy effective theory. 

Fig. 3: Type of diagrams determining the K —> 2y decay amplitude. 
Fig. 4: The A' —* 2ir amplitudes induced by the off-diagonal self-energy 

diagram. 
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